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Head coach Dale Lennon celebrates with his team Saturday after the Salukis’ 36-19 victory against Southeast Missouri State University at Busch Stadium. Saturday’s matchup 
between the regional rivals  drew 14,618 fans and marked the first football game to be played at Busch Stadium III. Less than two hours away from both schools’ campuses, 
Busch Stadium provided a neutral site for the longtime non-conference rivals who have played 81 times since 1909. 
CHRIS ZOELLER | DAILY EGYPTIAN
Saluki Flugtag team 
competes in Chicago
While most pilots wore swim trunks, 
Mitchell Hendrickson, a senior from 
Monroe Center studying aviation 
technologies, took !ight in boots, jeans 
and a black leather jacket, just as his 
character, "e Terminator, would have 
done. 
"e Last Action Heroes, SIU’s Flugtag 
team of  Hendrickson as the pilot, with 
a crew of four—Matt Grimsley, Owen 
Freeman, Ryan Polk, and Brett Johnson—
took the stage Saturday with 30 other 
Flutag teams.
Despite the two-and-half-hour wind 
delay, "e Last Action Heroes were ready 
to take !ight in their handcrafted machine.
Flugtag requires teams of #ve, with 
only one member as a pilot, to design an 
entirely human-powered !ying machine, 
that is less than 28 feet wide and right 
at or under 400 pounds, including the 
weight of the pilot. 
"e national Flugtag competition—
!ugtag meaning “!ight day” in German—
was held Saturday in Chicago’s Burnham 
Park. 
“I’m so excited to be here,” said Freeman, 
a senior from DeKalb studying aviation 
technologies. “We’ve been working on this 
thing for long enough, I just want to do it, 
I’m excited and I think the rest of my team 
is ready as well.”
State funds to arrive on time
SIU will be receiving its state appropriations at 
the end of September, nearly three months earlier 
than in previous years.
University president Glen Poshard said the state 
comptroller’s o$ce laid out a payment plan so SIU 
receives its appropriations by September 30. "e 
plan will ensure next year’s payment by September 
30 as well. "e payment is three months late from 
the June 30 deadline, but is an improvement over 
the past, he said.
“"at will be two years in a row that we will 
have been able to get paid only three months late,” 
Poshard said. “"at’s a lot better than the six months 
late we’ve been used to the last several years.”
According to Poshard, the state is able to make 
the payments due to increased revenue from a 
temporary income tax increase.
He said the appropriations coming in earlier than 
expected is a step in the right direction to making 
the university #nancially solvent, which has been 
a problem in the past due to declining enrollment 
and a decrease in state funds.
“If you’re getting paid really late like over the past 
years, that could have been devastating,” Poshard 
said. “Especially in light of the enrollment declines 
at SIU, which cut back on the amount of money we 
have to operate through the loss of tuition in fees.”
"e appropriations greatly increase the cash !ow 
of the university, allowing it to pay its bills and 
vendors. "is could potentially raise the university’s 
credit rating, which was downgraded to A3 by 
Moody’s in August. Poshard said the university has 
dealt with all of these factors well in the eyes of the 
ratings agencies.
“I think we’ve managed to handle things very 
well in light of those things that have negatively 
a%ected our revenues,” he said. “"at’s always a fear 
when you’re getting cut back and getting paid late. 
It’s possible that the university could have slipped 
into some dire straits, but we have been able to 
manage that pretty e%ectively.”
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The Weather Channel® 5-day weather forecast for Carbondale
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Law school makes top 150
!e U.S. News & World Report’s 
“Best Law Schools 2014 Edition” 
showed the SIU School of Law has 
increased 14 slots and is now 140 in 
the nation. 
Cynthia Fountaine, dean of SIU’s 
law school, said the change occurred 
from three speci+c categories, all 
of which showed high scores for 
the program. !ese three areas 
came from assessment by lawyers 
and judges, employment rate nine 
months after graduation and bar 
passage rate.  
“I think that is, in part, due to 
SIU’s reputation for excellence in 
skills training and emphasis on the 
professional development of each 
student,” she said.
Alicia Ruiz, director of 
Communications and Outreach for 
the law school, said the methodology 
that U.S. News used for employment 
data was recently revised. Ruiz said 
that the publication now places more 
weight on full-time jobs that require 
a law degree, or on professions in 
which a law degree would be an 
advantage. She said the ranking 
is great for the program, as well as 
students and faculty. 
Jennifer Franklin, the law school’s 
assistant dean of Career Services, 
said the bump in ranking could be 
attributed to many reasons. She said 
although it is great to be ranked, 
there is no set of uniform standards 
on how the rankings are determined, 
which means the rankings could 
easily change from year to year.
“It is bittersweet to be ranked,” 
she said
!e law school’s recent 
recognitions include a 2012 
National Jurist grade of A- for 
“Best Value Law School” as well 
as earning a top 20 ranking in 
preLaw magazine’s “Top Schools 
for Externships,” published in their 
September 2013 issue.
 Christopher Hicks can be contacted at 
chicks@dailyegyptian.com
 or (618) 536-3311. 
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DR. ARTHUR GRAYSON  
DISTINGUISHED LECTURE
NIGEL CAMERON
FOUNDER & PRESIDENT
Center for Policy on Emerging Technologies
Wednesday, September 25
5 p.m.
School of Law Courtroom
Reception to Follow
For more information go to law.siu.edu or call 618/453-8636.
Rights, Humans, and 21st Century Technologies:  
The Making of the Universal Declaration on Bioethics  
and Human Rights
Nigel Cameron is founder and president of the Center for Policy on Emerging 
Technologies (C-PET.org) in Washington, DC, a nonpartisan think-tank on 
technology’s long-term impacts. He was previously an Associate Dean and 
Research Professor at the Illinois Institute of Technology.
Dr. Cameron’s work spans the academy and engagement in public policy. He 
has served as an adviser on United States diplomatic delegations to the United 
Nations General Assembly and UNESCO meetings, was a U.S. Government 
nominee to the UN Human Rights Council position of special rapporteur for 
the right to health, and was recently re-appointed by then-secretary Clinton 
to be a Commissioner of the United States National Commission for UNESCO, 
where he chairs the Committee on Social and Human Sciences.
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It has been a while since Hollywood 
has produced an e!ective, brutal 
thriller. Nowadays thrillers are 
"ashy with expensive chase scenes 
and stylish actors. Everything is 
overstated, little is subtle.
So while I am not going to call 
“Prisoners” (Rated R; 153 Min.) 
the new  “Silence of the Lambs,” it 
certainly deserves to be mentioned 
in the same sentence with top-notch 
thrillers like “Se7en.” 
“Prisoners” concerns Keller Dover 
(Hugh Jackman, in an Oscar-
worthy performance), a father 
whose daughter vanishes along with 
her friend on #anksgiving Day. 
#e four parents (Jackman, Maria 
Bello, Viola Davis and Terrence 
Howard) begin a desperate search 
for their children. #e police, led by 
Detective Loki (Jake Gyllenhaal, in 
another Oscar-worthy performance), 
arrest a suspect, but are forced to let 
him go when it is clear he did not 
have the mental capacity to carry 
out a kidnapping. However, Dover is 
convinced the man is guilty and lets 
his obsession get the best of him.
To go any further would spoil 
the $lm, and I am certainly not in 
the business to let you skip this one. 
Su%ce to say “Prisoners” takes some 
dark twists and turns, but never lets 
"ashy set pieces get in the way of tense 
storytelling and spot-on performances. 
#e $rst thing one notices is the 
bleak setting and atmosphere the 
$lmmakers have created. Dover’s town 
is $lled with mysterious citizens, many 
of whom are down on their luck. #is 
is a town where the old Kmart has 
been converted to a thrift store; the 
chill that hangs in the air as the rain 
falls at night helps it become more 
desolate. Herein lies another thing the 
$lmmakers could have tripped up on: 
the “storm is coming” cliché is heavy-
handed. Master cinematographer 
Roger Deakins gives us scenes of 
search parties wandering through the 
forests armed with "ashlights and 
quiet vigils with "ickering candles. 
#at chill the audience feels is not just 
the A/C kicking on.
To $ll this space, the audience is 
given Dover, a man who “prays for 
the best but prepares for the worst,” a 
survivalist who thought he was ready 
for anything. His rage simmers just 
under the surface — Jackman wisely 
controls it so that his brutality seems 
like even more of a shock when we 
see what he is truly capable of. It 
has been a while since my jaw has 
dropped during a movie, and there 
are at least two instances in this 
movie that put an end to that streak.
Loki, driven by Gyllenhaal, is a 
tired cop, but is never bogged down 
by thriller cop clichés. He struggles 
with the decisions he has made and is 
forced to deal with the consequences 
when it appears he may fail for the 
$rst time. 
 Some critics have 
complained about the pacing of the 
movie and its lengthy running time 
— after all, after trailers you will be 
in the theater for nearly three hours 
— but the longer duration allows the 
plot to unfold in a more satisfying 
manner. #e investigation becomes 
more bizarre as Loki digs into the 
lives of some of the townspeople and 
discovers deep, dark secrets you will 
wish you did not see. #e mystery 
never feels stagnant; you will have 
a good time trying to piece together 
the puzzle. #ere will be those who 
claim they guessed the ending at the 
beginning. #ose people are liars.
 Yes, “Prisoners” can be 
brutal at times. It is certainly not 
Saturday afternoon popcorn fodder. 
But you will be hard pressed to $nd 
more interesting characters and 
ful$lling storytelling at the theater 
than you will $nd here. If “Prisoners” 
is a sign of things to come, I would 
say we have a pretty strong Oscar 
season ahead of us. 
 
Karsten Burgstahler can be reached at 
kburgstahler@dailyegyptian.com or 
536-3311 ext. 261.
KARSTEN BURGSTAHLER
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Police observed a blue Chevrolet Tahoe strike 
three pedestrians that were seated on the curb 
in the 500 block of South Illinois Avenue Friday. 
Officers observed the driver of the truck strike 
the pedestrians’ legs with the passenger side 
tires. The driver of the truck continued to drive 
northbound and officers eventually stopped the 
vehicle in the 300 block of South Illinois Avenue. 
The driver was identified as Jamonta O. McKnight. 
McKnight was arrested and charged with leaving 
the scene of a personal injury crash and failure 
to exercise due care. McKnight was transported 
to Jackson County Jail for incarceration. The 
victims were transported to Memorial Hospital of 
Carbondale for treatment injuries. Investigation 
is continuing.
Police responded to the 1400 block of 
North Illinois Avenue in reference to a report 
of a burglary Thursday. Officers learned that an 
unknown suspect forced entry to a business 
and stole property between 9:30 p.m. on 
Wednesday and 8:20 a.m. Thursday. Investigation 
is continuing.
Police responded to the 2300 block of Sweets 
Drive in reference to a report of a burglary 
Thursday. Officers learned an unknown suspect 
forced entry to a business and stole property 
around 1:40 a.m. on Thursday. The suspect is 
described as a white male wearing gloves and a 
facemask. Investigation is continuing.
Police responded to a residence in the 400 
block of West Monroe Street in reference to 
a report of a residential burglary Thursday. 
Officers learned an unknown suspect entered the 
locked residence and stole property sometime 
between 12:55 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. on Wednesday. 
Investigation is continuing.
Police responded to the 1900 block of West 
Main Street in reference to a report of burglary to 
a motor vehicle Wednesday. Officers learned an 
unknown suspect entered the unlocked vehicle 
and stole property sometime between 1:00 
p.m. and 1:20 p.m. Wednesday. Investigation is 
continuing.
Police responded to a residence in the 
600 block of East Park Street in reference to 
a report of a residential burglary Wednesday. 
Officers learned an unknown suspect entered the 
locked residence and stole property sometimes 
between 12:30 p.m. and 7:00 p.m. on Tuesday. 
Investigation is continuing.
Police responded to a residence in the 
2000 block of New Era Road in reference to 
a report of a residential burglary Wednesday. 
Officers learned an unknown suspect entered the 
locked residence and stole property sometime 
between 10:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m. on the 14th. 
Investigation is continuing.
Police responded to the 200 block of West 
Walnut Street in reference to a report of burglary 
to a motor vehicle Wednesday. Officers learned 
an unknown suspect entered the unlocked 
vehicle and stole property sometime between 
7:30 p.m. and 7:45 p.m. on the 13th. Investigation 
is continuing.
Police responded to a residence in the 400 
block of North Westridge Street in reference to a 
report of a residential burglary Tuesday. Officers 
learned an unknown suspect entered the locked 
residence and stole property sometime between 
2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. on the 15th. Investigation 
is continuing.
Police responded to the 800 block of North 
Marion Street in reference to a report of a hit and 
run traffic crash. Officers learned the victim was 
crossing North Marion Street and was struck by 
the suspect vehicle, which was traveling south 
and fled the scene of the traffic crash without 
stopping. The suspect vehicle was described as 
a white, 2013 Dodge Challenger. The vehicle was 
located a short time later driven by Aviance E. 
Bryant. Bryant was arrested and charged with 
driving while license suspended, leaving the 
scene of a personal injury accident, failure to 
reduce speed to avoid a crash, and aggravated 
battery. It was determined that Bryant and the 
victim are acquaintances and have been involved 
in previous incidents. Bryant was transported 
to Jackson County Jail for incarceration. The 
victim was transported to Memorial Hospital 
for treatment of non-life threatening injuries. 
Investigation is continuing.
Police responded to the area of the 500 block 
of South Poplar Street in reference to shots fired 
Monday. During the course of the investigation, 
officers learned that a black male wearing a 
white shirt fired two to three shots in the air 
during a fight. There were no reported injuries. 
No suspects have been identified at this time. 
Investigation is continuing.
Police responded to a residence in thee 
500 block of South Rawlings Street in reference 
to a report of a residential burglary Monday. 
Officers learned an unknown suspect entered the 
locked residence and stole property sometime 
between 11:45 a.m. and 12:20 p.m. on the 15th. 
Investigation is continuing.
A Dell Latitude Tablet was stolen from 
Schneider Hall Tuesday. There are no suspects.
A SIU parking decal was stolen from Lot 1 
Tuesday. There are no suspects.
Cody James Gonterman, a 19-year old SIU 
student from Stauton, was arrested at Neely Hall 
Monday for a failure to appear warrant of Jackson 
County on an original charge of underage 
consumption of alcohol. Gonterman posted a 
$175.00 cash bond and was released.
A SIU parking decal was reported stolen 
Monday. The general location of theft is unknown 
and there are no suspects.
Criminal damage to a vehicle was reported in 
Lot 37 Monday. There are no suspects.
A suspect, a non-SIU student, was identified 
to be stalking in the general areas of the student 
center and Faner Hall Monday. No complaints 
have been signed.
SOURCE: CARBONDALE CITY POLICE, SIUC DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY
Carbondale Police
DPS Crime Log
Police Blotter
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Hosted by Red Bull, Saturday’s competition 
was one of !ve, with the other four events 
taking place simultaneously in Washington, 
Miami, Dallas and Long Beach, Calif. 
“I think I can handle it. I’ll pretty much 
just dive o" into the water,” Hendrickson 
said.
Unfortunately, as soon as the plane lost 
the surface of the cli", it nosedived into Lake 
Michigan. An audible “aww” was heard from 
the crowd of more than 60,000 people, as 
many expected #e Last Action Heroes to be 
one of the teams to glide the farthest.
#e longest glide at the Chicago Flugtag 
was 48 feet. #e Last Action Heroes went 39 
feet.
Teams were judged by a panel for not only 
their machine’s ability to glide, but also on 
creativity and showmanship. All teams come 
up with a unique theme for the machine and 
team, including costumes.
Before the competition began, the audience 
had a chance to walk through the area labeled 
as the hangar, and meet the teams, take 
pictures and vote for which team they wanted 
to win the People’s Choice Award.
#e Last Action Heroes were a huge crowd 
pleaser. #e team members were dressed up 
as movie action heroes from the 1980’s, and 
as people would pass by their machine, they 
would pose for them and talk to them.  #e 
team was eager to let audience members hold 
their toy guns and get a picture with the 
team. #ey also performed a skit to go along 
with their theme prior to taking $ight. 
#e Last Action Heroes went fourth in the 
competition, and received the 6th highest 
amount of votes for the People’s Choice 
Award.
Hell on Heels, a team from Chicago, won 
the People’s Choice Award, while Chicago 
Duck Hunt, also from Chicago, won !rst 
place.
At Flugtag Long Beach, the world record 
was broken with #e Chicken Whisperer 
team, who glided 258 feet.
#e Last Action Heroes said they had 
expected to go at least 100 feet, but they kept 
in good spirits, saying that maybe they can 
get it right next year.
Jordan VanDeveer can be reached at
 jvandeveer@dailyegyptian.com or
563-3311 ext 254.The Last Action Heroes launch their aircraft Saturday at the Red Bull Flugtag competition in Chicago. The team’s craft flew 39 feet in front of the more than 
60,000 in the crowd, nine feet shy of the longest flight of the day. 
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Apple Inc.’s iOS 7 is a big change 
and worth downloading.
#e free mobile operating software 
for the iPhone and the iPad comes 
with a bright new look and a whole 
lot of major new features, but there are 
also several hidden features you might 
not have noticed or heard of.
Here are our favorites.
— Focus photos using volume 
button: In iOS 7, you can now press 
on the iPhone’s volume down button 
to quickly focus the camera and take a 
picture. Hold down on either volume 
buttons and it’ll quickly shoot a burst 
of photos.
 — Block people from calling, 
messaging you: Tired of constantly 
hearing from your ex? You can block 
him or her on iOS 7. Go to your 
phone application, !nd the contact, 
scroll to the bottom and tap “Block 
#is Caller.” #is will keep you from 
getting the person’s calls, messages and 
FaceTime requests. You can also block 
someone who’s not in your contacts if 
they’ve recently called or texted you. 
And if you ever want to call or message 
the person you’ve blocked, you’ll still 
be able to do it.
— Message time stamps: One of the 
most annoying things about previous 
versions of iOS is that you couldn’t 
see a time stamp for each text message 
you sent or received. #e Messages app 
would show you a time stamp for some 
but not all messages. #at’s been !xed. 
Inside a conversation in the Messages 
app, you can now swipe left to see a 
time stamp for every message.
— Easy-to-!nd private browsing in 
Safari: Private browsing in Safari was 
already a feature in iOS, but before 
now, you had to go into the Settings 
app to turn it on. In iOS 7, you can 
tap on the bookmarks icon within the 
Safari app to turn it on; it’s the second 
icon from the left on the bottom bar. 
Private browsing enables you to surf 
the Web without storing your history.
— See (and turn o") your frequent 
locations: In iOS 7, your device will 
track the locations you frequent. You 
can see those locations in a map in 
the Settings app. Open the app, go to 
“Privacy,” then “Location Services,” 
then scroll down to “System Services.” 
On the next page, tap on “Frequent 
Locations.” Once there you can toggle 
o" “Frequent Locations” to keep your 
phone from tracking you. Or you can 
tap on your history to see a neat map 
of the places you visit most.
— Turn o" apps: Turning o" an 
app in iOS 7 is di"erent from how it 
was done in previous versions. To do 
it, double-tap the home button to be 
taken to the multitask screen. #ere, 
!nd the app you want to close and 
swipe it upward until it is moved o" 
screen. #e app is now o".
— Hidden device search: Before, 
you could quickly search your gadget 
for contacts, songs or documents by 
swiping left on the home screen. #at’s 
now gone and has been replaced by a 
di"erent gesture. To !nd search, you’ll 
instead have to tap the middle of the 
home screen and swipe downward.
— Search Twitter and pictures with 
Siri: You can quickly see what someone 
is tweeting by asking Siri, “What is 
(person’s name) saying?” Siri will then 
pull up that account’s most recent 
tweets. Additionally, you can also do 
an image search using Siri. Simply 
say, “Show me pictures of (item you’re 
searching for)” and Siri will quickly 
pull up images.
— Bubble level tool: Need to see 
whether the table you’re constructing 
is balanced? #ere’s now a bubble level 
tool within the Compass app. To access 
it, open the app and swipe to the left.
— Change the way your phone 
vibrates: If you don’t like how your 
iPhone vibrates when you get a call 
or text message, you can now change 
that. Go to your Settings app, then 
“Sounds.” Tap whichever noti!cation 
you want to edit, and then tap 
“Vibration.” At the bottom, you’ll 
see “Create New Vibration.” Tap that 
and you can start creating your own 
vibration.
— Change the way Siri pronounces 
a word: If you don’t like the way Siri is 
saying a certain word or name, you can 
try to change it by telling her, “#at’s 
not how you pronounce that.” Siri will 
then ask you the proper way and listen 
to how you say it. Afterward, she’ll 
present you with three ways she can 
say it, and you can choose the one you 
like. But I say “try to change” because 
when I tried, it didn’t !x the way she 
said my friend’s name.
SALVADOR RODRIGUEZ
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Another mass shooting  — 12 dead in this 
one, plus the shooter — and the nation once 
again stands paralyzed in shock, not knowing 
how to react.
!e sad thing, besides the obvious loss of 
life and the traumatized surviving victims, 
is that there is only one consequence we can 
count on as a result of this latest tragedy: Gun 
sales will soar.
!at has been the trend in recent years 
as the country has experienced increasing 
incidences of gun violence. It happened 
after Virginia Tech in 2007, Tucson in 2011 
and, of course, after Newtown, Conn., 
last December.
Every time there’s a mass killing with 
"rearms, gun owners in particular (along 
with thousands of others) become nervous 
or frightened, not about their own lives 
possibly being in danger, but they become 
obsessed with the notion that the government 
is coming to take their weapons away or 
somehow prevent them from obtaining one.
It never fails.
When the conversation starts about more 
gun regulation, as it inevitably does following 
one of these deadly occurrences, the pro-gun 
forces retrench and reload for their ever-raging 
battle against the politicians, advocacy groups 
and grieving relatives of victims who push for 
a change in the laws.
At the same time, people #ood the 
stores, gun shows and online sites to buy 
weapons to increase their arsenals and 
stockpile ammunition.
Many of us thought — or at least hoped 
— that the Newtown massacre would be our 
country’s wake-up call. After all, the Sandy 
Hook Elementary School shooting had 
claimed the lives of 26 people, 20 of them 
precious, helpless "rst graders.
We undoubtedly were naive in thinking 
that such a horrible crime would mobilize the 
public and the politicians into demanding 
action to ban at least the sale of assault ri#es. 
It didn’t take long for the National Ri#e 
Association to have members of Congress 
quivering in their boots, too afraid to do the 
right thing.
When I think back, I should have realized 
that the Sandy Hook shootings would have 
little more impact on the nation’s conscience 
than any of the other mass shootings in 
recent years.
Why would that one incident make a 
di$erence, considering we’ve had multiple 
children killed before?
Figures compiled by McClatchy/Tribune 
News Service show that in the past seven 
years, beginning with Virginia Tech, there 
have been 17 mass shootings in the United 
States, resulting in 193 deaths. In 2009, there 
were "ve such incidents that claimed 50 lives, 
and last year 52 people were killed in four 
mass murders in which "rearms were used.
Now, we add the nation’s capital to the 
list of sites where innocent people going 
about their daily routine are ambushed by a 
crazed gunman. 
!e shooting in the Washington Navy Yard 
hit close to home because the alleged shooter 
had lived and worked for a while in Fort 
Worth and was acquainted with some of my 
newspaper colleagues.
Regardless of where these insane attacks 
take place, or where the perpetrator may have 
resided, these are national tragedies that we 
ought to try to "nd a way to reduce even if we 
can’t prevent them all. 
Unfortunately, there won’t be any serious 
e$orts toward that end.
!ere will be some discussion about more 
gun regulation, but for the most part the 
country soon will return to business as usual 
— until the next horri"c incident.
As for our elected o%cials, they will 
remain mostly silent except for the “shocked 
and saddened” statements they issue after 
each tragedy.
Considering the NRA-supported recall of 
two Colorado state senators this month, even 
fewer politicians are likely to stand up for 
laws that could reduce the number of guns in 
our society.
It’s too bad that the only people who will 
bene"t from this latest mass killings are the 
gun sellers.
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Top: Senior inside linebacker 
Bryan Presume runs back an 
interception Saturday during 
the Salukis’ 36-19 victory over 
Southeast Missouri State 
University at Busch Stadium. 
Presume was recognized by the 
Missouri Valley Conference as the 
Defensive Player of the week.
JON-ERIK BRADFORD  
DAILY EGYPTIAN
Left: Players from SIU and 
Southeast Missouri State 
University warm up Saturday 
before the College Classic at 
Busch Stadium.  The field was 
left in poor condition after the 
game and more than 100,000 
square feet of sod will be 
replaced before the Cardinals 
play at home Monday.
CHRIS ZOLLER 
DAILY EGYPTIAN
Senior wide receiver John Lantz makes a catch for a touchdown Saturday at Busch 
Stadium. The touchdown catch was the first in the history of the Busch Stadium III.
 JON-ERIK BRADFORD | DAILY EGYPTIAN
Breaking ground at Busch
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With Kenya mall attack unresolved, 
WHUURULVWV·7ZLWWHUDFFRXQWVDUHWDUJHWHG
Soon after gunmen stormed a 
Kenyan shopping mall on Saturday, 
killing dozens in a spray of bullets 
and grenades, triumphant tweets 
swept the Internet.
“!e Mujahideen entered 
Westgate Mall today at around noon 
and are still inside the mall, "ghting 
the Kenyan Ku#ar inside their own 
turf,” cheered the Twitter account 
of al-Shabab, al-Qaida’s a$liate in 
Somalia. “!e Mujahideen inside the 
mall con"rmed to @HSM Press that 
they killed over 100 Kenyan ku#ar 
& battle is ongoing.”
Hours later, the account 
disappeared. For the third time this 
year, Twitter tried to kick al-Shabab 
o# its social media platform.
Within hours, a new account 
popped up once again, tweeting 
mocking jibes at Kenyans as if it had 
never stopped. !en it too went silent.
As the horror of the assault 
on Nairobi’s Westgate mall spun 
unresolved through a second day 
Sunday, with the death toll rising 
and uncertainty surrounding what 
was taking place at the multistory 
complex, the Internet became the 
only way to learn the motivations of 
the attackers amid "erce debate over 
whether terrorists should have their 
own platform.
!e Saturday attack on the 
upscale Israeli-owned shopping 
mall a popular destination for 
wealthy Kenyans and Nairobi’s 
large expatriate community  was the 
deadliest terror attack since August 
1998, when the U.S. Embassy was 
bombed, killing more than 200.
Kenyan o$cials on Sunday issued 
revised accounts of the mayhem: 
59 people dead, more than 175 
wounded. Security forces were 
battling to claw control of the 
shopping center from the attackers 
who remained inside. More than 
1,000 shoppers had been rescued, 
o$cials said, but an unknown 
number remain trapped inside.
!ere was little said publicly about 
the perpetrators of the attack, except 
for what emerged on Twitter.
In Afghanistan and Pakistan, 
al-Qaida spokesmen regularly 
communicate directly with 
journalists, often by phone. 
Al-Shabab, too, has an o$cial 
spokesman but he is in Somalia, is 
rarely reachable, and communicates 
mostly to only a trusted ring of 
media contacts.
So, when news broke of the 
attack on Saturday, practically every 
journalist in East Africa turned 
immediately to the unsavory sarcasm 
%owing out of @HSM Press, al-
Shabab’s latest Twitter account.
So, too, did the Kenyan 
government.
“!e al-Shabab terror group 
has claimed responsibility for this 
cowardly act of terror on social 
media. However, investigations are 
underway to conclusively establish 
those responsible for this mayhem,” 
President Uhuru Kenyatta of Kenya 
said in a televised statement Sunday 
evening.
!e sheer scale of the damage 
in%icted by the armed attack began 
to sink in on Sunday, as the number 
of dead continued to climb and the 
bloody stando# inside the mall spilled 
into a second night, with the chance 
of even more casualties to come.
Kenyatta told the nation his 
nephew and nephew’s "ance were 
among the dead.
!e U.S. State Department said 
it knew of no Americans who had 
died in the attack, but that "ve had 
been wounded. It said in addition 
to Kenya, the dead came from 
Australia, Great Britain, Canada, 
France, Ghana and Somalia.
Kenyatta said that the assailants, 
estimated to number 10 to 15 and 
possibly including women, had 
been cornered in one location at 
the mall. He declined to give many 
other details, asking the nation to let 
“professionals” do their work.
Helicopters whirred overhead as 
Kenyan security forces expanded 
their cordon around the mall, 
deploying hundreds of troops in the 
streets surrounding the complex. As 
night fell, more troops arrived and 
took up additional positions around 
the building.
Kenyan authorities announced they 
had retaken control of the building’s 
closed-circuit television room, a step 
toward further securing most of the 
mall. Survivors have told hair-raising 
tales of hiding in bathroom stalls 
and storage rooms as the gunmen 
executed scores of others nearby.
Al-Shabab, through its Twitter 
account, said the attack was 
retribution for the Kenyan military’s 
o#ensive into Shabab strongholds 
in southern Somalia that began in 
2011 after a string of cross-border 
kidnappings.
As anger swept through Kenya 
at the scale of the attack, Kenyan 
Twitter users began demanding that 
al-Shabab again have its account 
cancelled.
“!e danger of course is that 
they get a following among young 
gullible people,” said Rashid Abdi, 
an independent Somali analyst.
But from an intelligence 
perspective, said Abdi, “allowing 
these people some kind of forum 
where they can make claims is 
important.”
Intelligence services closely 
monitor %agged terror accounts 
to help map out other networks of 
online supporters.
“It’s hard to take one side or the 
other,” said Abdi.
In the end, the organization’s clear 
delight in brashly boasting of past 
and future violence appears to force 
Twitter’s hand toward the delete 
button.
In January, the group’s account was 
removed after it tweeted a picture of 
a dead French soldier and threatened 
to execute Kenyan captives. Earlier 
this month, the group’s account was 
deleted after it jeeringly vowed to 
take the life of the Somali president.
!e group clearly has no plans to 
give up its tweeting habit anytime 
soon.
“Kenyans will not appreciate 
the gravity of the situation without 
seeing, feeling and experiencing death 
in all its ghoulish detail,” tweeted a 
new account, @HSM  PressO$ce, 
claiming to be al-Shabab.
!at was before the account was 
closed again.
ALAN BOSWELL
0F&ODWFK\)RUHLJQ6WDII
<RXQJ$IJKDQPLOLWDQWVUHDG\WRGLHHDJHUWRNLOO
Abdul Wali Fadaei is proud of his 
family history.
His father died when he drove an 
explosives-laden car into the capital’s 
upscale Hotel Inter-Continental in 
2011, a brazen attack that killed 18 
people, including seven militants.
His brothers he won’t say how 
many or their ages are studying to 
become suicide bombers.
Fadaei, 17, was arrested last year 
before he was able to detonate the 
explosives he’d transported in a 
Toyota from Kandahar to Kabul in 
order to kill Americans.
“!e message my father left 
me when he became a martyr was 
that I should follow him,” Fadaei 
said, speaking in a matter-of-
fact tone while sitting on a thin 
mattress in a small, dank room in 
Kabul’s government-run juvenile 
rehabilitation center.
“I regret my attack failed, but I 
gained by trying. I’ll decide about 
trying again after I’m out.”
Next to him sat Esmatullah 
Bilal, with a crew cut and an Abe 
Lincoln beard. He got caught with a 
26-pound suicide vest shortly before 
a planned attack.
Bilal, who’s 17 too, doesn’t feel any 
remorse. Quite the opposite, in fact.
“I want to kill foreigners in 
Afghanistan,” he told a Western 
reporter, intensity emanating from 
his dark eyes. “If you live here, we’ll 
come after you and kill you. You’re 
lucky you’re so close and you’re not 
dead.”
!e youths are two of 35 militants 
in custody at the juvenile center 
on Kabul’s pothole-strewn Badam 
Bagh Road. Most of the nearly 250 
other detainees, ages 12 to 18, are 
being held for robbery, vehicular 
manslaughter, delinquency or other 
crimes.
All inmates take two hours of 
basic math and literacy classes each 
morning. Militants then study the 
Quran for 90 minutes on their 
own until lunch. (Most of the other 
youths pass on that option.) In 
the afternoon, there are vocational 
classes, such as tailoring, and the 
option to lift weights or play ping-
pong.
O$cials of the center, an unmarked 
two-story building surrounded by a 
double-layer metal fence, razor wire, 
a 15-foot wall and guard towers, 
used to separate militants from the 
general population.
After hard-line juveniles were 
caught planning attacks, however, the 
groups were combined in an attempt 
to dilute the militants’ power, an 
approach viewed skeptically by 
Western experts wary that militants 
will recruit others.
In fact, Fadaei and other failed 
suicide bombers say they work to 
“educate” fellow detainees about 
jihad. While most don’t listen, they 
said, a few do.
Afghanistan’s detention system 
does little to stem the spread of 
extremism among young people or 
adults, analysts say, and may actually 
harden those inside by allowing 
them to cultivate networks of like-
minded individuals. Facilities are 
overcrowded, understa#ed and 
highly dependent on the honesty 
and commitment of their directors 
or wardens.
MARK MAGNIER
/RV$QJHOHV7LPHV
People help a wounded man outside the Westgate Mall on Saturday, in Nairobi, Kenya. A gun battle 
inside the shopping center left several people dead after gunmen attacked one of the city’s most 
exclusive malls.
LIJING/XINHUA VIA ZUMA PRESS/MCT
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Complete the grid so each 
row, column and 3-by-
3 box (in bold borders) 
contain every digit, 1 to 
9. For strategies on how 
to solve Sudoku, visit 
www.sudoku.org.uk.
Thursday’s Answers:
Pick up the Daily Egyptian each day 
to test your crossword skills
Monday’s Puzzle Solved
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Thursday’s
Answers:
Answer:
THE Daily Commuter Puzzle by Jacqueline E. Mathews
FOR RELEASE JUNE 6, 2012
ACROSS
1 Shoe with
wheels on it
6 “Ali __ and the
40 Thieves”
10 Group of
hoodlums
14 __ war; fought
15 Pub beverages
16 “Hey! What’s
the big __?”
17 All __; from the
beginning
18 Children
19 Geese, turkeys,
chickens, etc.
20 Hoodwinks
22 Main course
24 Pore over
25 Beer makers
26 Take into
custody
29 Change slightly
30 Sheep’s cry
31 __ firma; solid
ground
33 Goes out with
37 Dryer residue
39 Synagogue
leader
41 Unspotted
42 Lawn trimmer
44 Group formed
to help a sheriff
46 Uplifting
accessory
47 Low point
49 Least risky
51 Spoke
54 Confident
55 Paint undercoat
56 Occurring once
every 2 years
60 __ vaulting;
Olympic event
61 Housekeeper
63 Fisher or Albert
64 Tied, as scores
65 __ of Capri
66 Peddles
67 Take a nap
68 Lean-to
69 Lock of hair
DOWN
1 Yarn mop
2 Hardy cabbage
3 Very interested
4 Professor’s
status
5 Most nervous
6 Boston __
beans
7 Muhammad
and Laila
8 __-and-
breakfast inn
9 Declare
10 Hallmark paper
11 Worship
12 More modern
13 Strong winds
21 Procrastinator’s
word
23 Requirement
25 Tattles
26 Qualified
27 Sudden attack
28 __ a bell;
sounded
familiar
29 Vine support
32 Fast
34 Toothpaste
container
35 Blunders
36 Chair or stool
38 Crowded apart-
ment house
40 Magazine
edition
43 Hard to find
45 Sincere
48 Skin layer
50 Car wheel
guard
51 Higher of two
52 Treasure cache
53 Flooring pieces
54 __ with; backed
56 Liver secretion
57 Doing nothing
58 Feels sick
59 Not as much
62 Bit of soot
Tuesday’s Puzzle Solved
(c) 2012 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.
(Answers tomorrow)
RIVER ONION TURKEY AWHILESaturday’s Jumbles:Answer: Construction on the new gym wasn’t going
well, but everything would — WORK OUT
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
GUBOS
MALAL
SIDYAM
CHAWES
©2013 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.
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Print your answer here:
(Answers tomorrow)
RIVER ONION TURKEY AWHILESaturday’s Jumbles:Answer: Construction on the new gym wasn’t going
well, but everything would — WORK OUT
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
GUBOS
MALAL
SIDYAM
CHAWES
©2013 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.
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Print your answer here:
(Answers tomorrow)
RIVER ONION TURKEY AWHILESaturday’s Jumbles:Answer: Construction on the new gym wasn’t going
well, but everything would — WORK OUT
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
GUBOS
MALAL
SIDYAM
CHAWES
©2013 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.
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Print your answer h re:
(Answers tomorrow)
GUMBO M NUS PRETTY BEHINDYesterday’s Jumbles:Answer: After years without striking, the picketers 
had a — RE-UNION
Now arrange the circled letters 
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.
THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by David L. Hoyt and Jeff Knurek
Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.
RANEA
DRANG
TIMCER
ABENTE
©2013 Tribune Content Agency, LLC
All Rights Reserved.
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”“A:
SOLUTION TO SATURDAY’S PUZZLE
Complete the grid
so each row, 
column and 
3-by-3 box
(in bold borders)
contains every
digit, 1 to 9.
For strategies on
how to solve
Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk
© 2013 The Mepham Group. Distributed by 
Tribune Content Agency. All rights reserved.
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Level: 1 2 3 4
09/19/13
Thursday’s Puzzle Solved
09/23/13
Aries — Today is a 6 — Release 
your imagination and add some 
passion to the colorful blend. Rely on 
your mate’s wisdom. Increase exercise, 
with extra points for location beauty. 
Friends want to follow your guidance. 
Taurus — Today is a 6 —There 
could be a temporary setback. Watch 
out for accidents. Caution is advised. 
Travel later, or add extra time for delays. 
You’re creatively busy this month. Look 
for ways to add efficiency.
Gemini — Today is a 7 — Expand 
your income sources. Good news 
comes from far away. Play by the 
book. One good turn leads to 
another. Postpone an outing unless 
it’s to take a walk outdoors. 
Cancer — Today is a 5  —
Postpone romance (and sweeten 
with enticements) until the job gets 
done. There’s more to it than you 
thought. Express your emotional 
biases before choosing.
Leo — Today is a 6 — Make a 
new commitment. Take care to avoid 
breakage or crazy expense. Don’t go 
exactly by the book. Leave your savings 
intact. Passions get stirred, and creativity 
flourishes. Co-workers get wind of it.
Virgo — Today is a 5 — 
Controversy arises. A difficult job 
goes easier with help, so ask. Apply 
energy to your career and make up 
ground. Finishing old projects brings 
in extra cash (and satisfaction).
Libra — Today is a 5 — Emotions 
interfere with logic. Choose whatever 
is most important. Friends bring 
encouragement. Hold off on an 
assignment unless you can draw upon 
hidden resources and delegate. 
Scorpio — Today is a 5 — 
Postpone an outing or expansion. 
Write a story, song or screenplay. 
Study with a passion. Clean up, but 
don’t throw out someone else’s stuff. 
Others buy in to your plans.
Sagittarius — Today is a 6 — Lovely 
thoughts linger from sweet dreams. 
Don’t avoid work or spend impulsively 
today. Provide for others. You’re an 
inspiration. It’s all coming together due 
to work you’ve already done.
Capricorn — Today is a 5 — Get 
public with your work. Support 
the people who support you. 
Don’t try to buy influence ... it’s 
unnecessary. Controversy could 
erupt, so don’t rock the boat.
Aquarius — Today is a 5 — 
There could be difficulties with 
travel now, so take care. Find time to 
meditate or relax. A partner is excited. 
Expand your list of social contacts. 
Paint, draw or make music.
Pisces — Today is a 5 — 
More work is required. Keep control of 
expenses. Ask for help. You may find 
yourself at an impasse with a loved 
one. Continue to produce results. Don’t 
gamble now (or bankroll a gambler). 
“The first race is always the 
hardest because you don’t really 
know what to expect.  You 
haven’t pushed yourself to those 
boundaries yet this year,” he said. 
“Being able to do that this year is 
really breaking off the ice.”
Sophomore Oscar Medina 
(second, 25:03.86), junior Nick 
Schrader (25:10.29), sophomore 
Juan Carrera (25:19.67) and 
senior Brian Dixon (25:31.20) 
also finished in the top five.
Fourth-place finisher Carrera 
said the invitational was a good 
event to prepare the Salukis for 
the next two weeks. The team’s 
next meet is Oct. 4, when they 
travel to Indiana for the Notre 
Dame Invitational.
“We’re heading to Notre Dame 
in a few weeks,” Carrera said. 
“Seeing how we raced today, we 
will have a pretty good matchup,” 
he said.
“Our invitational was our last 
tune-up before we get hit with 
some big competition, and I was 
looking for them to step up and 
take the lead, and that’s what 
they did,” Sparks said.  “Now 
I feel like we are prepared for 
Notre Dame.”
Symone Woolridge can be reached at 
swoolridge@dailyegyptian.com
 or ext. 536-3311 ext. 269 
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CROSS COUNTRY 
CONTINUED FROM 12
Women’s cross country runners compete Saturday during the 
Saluki Invitational in Carbondale. Coach Matt Sparks said he was 
pleased to be competing on the Salukis’ home turf. “It’s always nice 
to race at home,” he said. “We train out here everyday, so there’s a 
level of comfort that racing out here brings with it.” Saluki runners 
placed first in the men and women’s races. The Salukis will compete 
Oct. 4 in the Notre Dame Invitational in South Bend, Ind.
ZANE ECKLUND  | DAILY EGYPTIAN
“Being a competitor, being a 
senior and coming home to St. 
Louis to be able to play in front 
of friends and family, and being 
able to be out there with my 
(teammates), we looked at this 
game as a must win,” Faulkner 
said. “I didn’t want to sit, (Lennon) 
didn’t want me to sit, so I just did 
whatever I had to do.”
Faulkner said evening their record 
to 2-2 was important for the Salukis 
heading into their !rst conference 
matchup Saturday. 
“It’s no secret we play in one of 
the best conferences in the FCS,” 
Faulkner said. “We’re going to have a 
tough game every week, so any time 
you can get a win is huge.”
"e Salukis will return home and 
face Youngstown State Saturday 
on Family Weekend in their !rst 
conference matchup of the season.
Terrance Peacock can be reached at 
tpeacock@dailyegyptian.com
 or 536-3311 ext. 256.
FOOTBALL
CONTINUED FROM 12
"e SIU volleyball team had a 
bumpy start to the season, !nding its 
rhythm after sweeping Evansville but 
falling in three sets to Illinois State. 
"e Salukis traveled to Indiana 
State Friday where they cut down 
the Sycamores, and then to Normal 
on Sunday where they were swept 
by the Redbirds. 
Coach Justin Ingram said his 
team had to !gure out who was 
going to be the best player to score 
points at the end of sets.
“As the sets were ending, it was a 
matter of us !nding the right hitter 
and having success o#ensively,” 
Ingram said in a Saluki Athletics 
press release. 
In the !rst game of the weekend, 
the Salukis were able to win all three 
sets against Indiana State despite 
the Sycamores being right on their 
tails. "e match had a total of 30 
ties and 10 lead changes. 
SIU took the !rst set of the 
match 25-22, but the second was 
a di#erent story. Indiana State had 
three opportunities to win but came 
up short on all three. After being 
down 27-26 in the second, the 
Salukis took the next three points to 
win the set 29-27. Using a six-point 
run and a four-point run, SIU was 
able to close out the match with a 
25-20 win.
Ingram said everything was 
working for his team on Friday. 
“I think the level of play which 
goes from all skill sets, from the pass 
to the hit and the set,” Ingram said. 
“It was a very high level.”
Senior outside hitter Jessica 
Whitehead led SIU in kills for the 
!fth-straight match after Friday 
night. She !nished with 17 kills, 
while sophomore middle blocker 
Taylor Pippen tallied 13 kills. 
Freshman setter Hannah Kaminsky 
continued her impressive campaign 
with 37 assists and 10 digs. SIU 
had accumulated 31.5 blocks in the 
three matches leading up to Sunday’s 
contest against Illinois State. 
Kaminsky said the game against 
Evansville was one of the most 
complete games they have played 
this year.
“I felt like as a team it was 
probably one of the best nights 
we’ve connected,” Kaminsky said. 
Ingram said Whitehead’s 
chemistry with Kaminsky is great 
on the court.
“Jess (Whitehead) had another 
unreal night for us,” he said. 
“She had some great attacks and 
was really in sync with Hannah 
Kaminsky, and that has proven hard 
for the opposition.”
Sunday was a di#erent story for 
the Salukis. "e Redbirds entered 
the match against SIU with an 
overall record of 8-3 and 1-0 in 
the Missouri Valley Conference, 
having just swept the University 
of Evansville on Friday. Illinois 
State is an experienced team with 
a combined total of 11 juniors and 
seniors. 
Errors were an issue in the loss. 
"e Salukis committed 25 errors 
while the Redbirds only had 15, 
and the Salukis fell 25-21, 25-19, 
and 25-19. 
A bright spot for SIU was team 
defense. "ey had 59 digs with 
three players racking up double-
digit digs. 
"e Salukis will play conference 
foe Bradley University on Friday 
at Davies Gym. It is the !rst home 
conference game for SIU this season. 
Tyler Dixon can be reached at 
tdixon@dailyegyptian.com
 or 536-3311 ext. 269.
VOLLEYBALL
TYLER DIXON
Daily Egyptian 
Salukis split weekend
Some 14,000 fans witnessed the 
!rst football game at Busch Stadium 
Saturday as a Saluki running back 
rushed for more than 100 yards for 
the !rst time since 2011.
Junior running back Malcolm 
Agnew rushed for 127 yards and 
senior quarterback Kory Faulkner 
threw for 200 yards and two 
touchdowns as SIU (2-2) beat 
Southeast Missouri State University 
(0-3) 36-19.
Of Agnew’s 127 rushing yards, 
104 came in the second half against 
the Redhawks. Agnew’s 127-yard 
performance broke a streak of 14 
consecutive games without a 100-
yard rusher for the Salukis. 
Coach Dale Lennon said he was 
happy to see the streak !nally end.
“We’ve been talking about the 
running game all year long, so it was 
good to see it in full force today,” 
Lennon said. “Malcolm (Agnew) 
just had a good feel for it. He did 
a great job cutting on the !eld, and 
running the football seemed to come 
to him fairly easy. For us, it was an 
easy decision to keep feeding him.”
Lennon said he was impressed 
with the second-half performance his 
team displayed against SEMO.
“"e guys had a very good second 
half,” he said. “We were very focused 
both o#ensively and defensively and 
that was very good to see, especially 
in the fourth quarter, where in the 
past we’ve let teams come back and 
make a game out of it.”
Senior linebacker Bryan Presume 
was named Missouri Valley Football 
Conference’s Defensive Player of 
the Week with his performance. 
Presume led the team with nine 
tackles—seven solo—and sealed the 
win with an interception on SEMO’s 
last possession of the game. 
Presume said it was nice to see the 
defense get after the Redhawks.
“We made some plays out there 
today,” Presume said. “We had a few 
turnovers, a few sacks and that’s how 
we play defense. It’s good to !nally 
get out here and play the style we 
actually play.”
"e out!eld grass at Busch 
Stadium seemed to play a factor as 
the game went on. Lumps of grass 
were seen coming up as multiple 
players left the game with injuries.
Junior tight end MyCole Pruitt 
said the team had to adjust to the 
!eld’s surface.
“It was sand-based and we usually 
play on turf,” Pruitt said. “It was 
a little slippery, and the !eld was 
coming up every time you tried to 
make a cut, but it’s all about being 
an athlete and being able to adjust to 
it, and I think we did that pretty well 
today.”
Multiple SIU players were 
recruited out of St. Louis and were 
given the chance to play in their 
hometown Saturday, including 
Pruitt, who said playing in his 
hometown was a great experience.
“I live about !ve minutes away 
from (Busch Stadium),” Pruitt said. 
“My whole family got to come out 
and see me play and it’s obviously a 
great place to play at and I enjoyed 
every minute of it.”
Lennon said playing on the big 
stage in St. Louis was important for 
both SIU and SEMO because of 
how heavily both programs recruit 
out of the area.
“We recruit a lot here,” Lennon said. 
“"at’s why we got the number of St. 
Louis players on the team that we do, 
and we’ll continue to recruit here.”
"ere was speculation during the 
week that Faulkner would be unable 
to play Saturday after injuring his 
left shoulder against the University 
of Charleston. However, Faulkner 
got the start and threw his ninth and 
10th touchdowns of the season. 
 “Kory practiced all Wednesday 
and "ursday,” Lennon said. “After 
Wednesday’s practice, we didn’t 
know if there would be any residue as 
far as being sore and not being able 
to do anything "ursday. When he 
came back "ursday and felt good, 
we knew then he was good to go.”
Faulkner said competitiveness and 
playing in his hometown factored 
into his decision to play.
On a warm, breezy morning, 
the Saluki field was crowded with 
SIU families showing support, as 
cross-country runners impressed 
their fans Saturday at the Saluki 
Invitational.
Both teams proved successful, as 
the men’s race—an 8K—and the 
women’s—a 5K—both ended with 
seven respective runners within 
the top eight —Anisher. 
In her first career win, 
sophomore Kelley Gallagher 
sprinted to the finish line with a 
final time of 17:46.04.  Gallagher 
said she felt good about her 
performance.
“We were running in a pack of 
five until the 400-meter point,” 
Gallagher said.  “I felt really 
strong throughout the whole race 
so I decided to go for it.”
Standing on the sidelines, 
Gallagher was supported by her 
father, who traveled to Carbondale 
to watch her.
“My dad is really excited for me. 
He’s been repeatedly telling me 
that I need to get a collegiate win,” 
she said.  “So now I have it, and he 
got a chance to see me get it.”
The second-place finisher, 
junior Sadie Darnell, was also 
supported by a few of her family 
members.  Darnell completed the 
race right behind Gallagher, with a 
final time of 17:48.68.  
“We all did pretty well today,” 
Darnell said.  “We all stuck 
together and pulled it out for a 
great win.”
Alongside Gallagher and Darnell 
were junior Mobola Rotibi (third, 
17:49.79), sophomore Kristen 
Levi (fourth, 17:52.67) and junior 
Lacey Gibson (fifth, 17:58.19).
Coach Matt Sparks said he was 
excited about the performance of 
his Salukis.
“The women’s meet was 
especially exciting for me because 
I don’t think we’ve had more than 
one or two girls break 18 minutes 
on our course,” Sparks said.  “So 
to have five girls run under 18 
minutes at the same time is a big 
step in the right direction.”
Senior Zach Dahleen finished 
the men’s 8K race in first place, 
capturing his first career win with 
a time of 25:03.82.
"e men ran as a pack until the 
halfway point.  As they reached the 
designated spot, Dahleen took o#.
This was Dahleen’s first race 
since a track and field injury he 
suffered during the 2012 season. 
Dahleen said he was really 
happy with the turnout of his 
performance.
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Junior running back Malcolm Agnew carries the ball Saturday during the College Classic game against Southeast Missouri State 
University at Busch Stadium in St. Louis. Agnew led the team with 127 rushing yards, the most yards rushed by a Saluki since 2011. The 
Salukis improved their record to 2-2 after the 36-19 win, and will play their first conference game Saturday against Youngstown State 
University at 6 p.m. at Saluki Stadium. 
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